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BY PAUL HALLORAN

With a long history of
operational excellence,
Wheelabrator is not content to
rest on its laurels. Instead, the
company is determined to get
to the next level, and it has
identified one of the key
people to lead the way.

Meet Frank Pochopin,
Wheelabrator’s new manager
of Quality Assurance.

Pochopin arrived at
Wheelabrator a few months
ago with 20 years’ experience
in quality assurance, having
worked for several companies
in the manufacturing and
aerospace industries. Rather
than managing existing

systems, he specializes in
developing quality-assurance
systems that lead to improved
operational performance.

At Wheelabrator,
Pochopin’s primary focus will
be the development of the
OBOX – Operations in a Box
– document-control program
that will house all company
procedures and protocols. 

“We want to standardize our
own best practices,” said
Pochopin, who has already
visited many of
Wheelabrator’s 22 U.S. plants
and plans to get to all of them
before long. “We’re moving
toward paperless
documentation so that all

Pochopin proves it pays to think inside the box

Frank Pochopin takes a look inside the boiler at Wheelabrator
Baltimore. See POCHOPIN Page 6

CAN YOU  TELL ME HOW CAN YOU  TELL ME HOW 
TO GET TO TO GET TO GREEN GREEN STREET?STREET?

Students from Green Street Academy, a new public middle-high school in Baltimore that embraces the green movement and theStudents from Green Street Academy, a new public middle-high school in Baltimore that embraces the green movement and the
new career paths it will generate, visited Wheelabrator Baltimore to learn more about renewable, green energy.  new career paths it will generate, visited Wheelabrator Baltimore to learn more about renewable, green energy.  Story, Page 7.Page 7.
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At Wheelabrator
Baltimore, our mission
includes producing clean,
renewable energy and being
a good neighbor, all while
maintaining an unyielding
commitment to workplace
safety and the environment. I
think this edition of
Wheelabrator Baltimore
News effectively captures
those efforts.

Inside, you will read about
some of the activities we
have organized in recent

months to support our local students – from
distributing gifts during the holiday season to opening
our doors for an inside look at the waste-to-energy
process. We also remain actively involved in the
Marine Life Replenishment Program, helping
thousands of young bass return safely to Maryland’s
rivers. 

You will also read about some of Wheelabrator’s
leaders in the company’s ongoing commitment to
safety and operational excellence. You will be
introduced to a new member of the team, Frank
Pochopin, director of quality assurance, as well as
Ray Soulard, a veteran employee who has assumed
the role of director of operations sustainability. At the
core of our success, and critical to our future, is an
unwavering commitment to sustainability. Soulard
will help us all formalize and advance that
commitment. Here in Baltimore, all of our employees
– such as Jim Robertson and Dan Sulzbach, whom
you will learn more about – are to be commended for
their dedication to this facility, to the environment and
to the community. 

As always, thank you for your interest in our plant
and know our door is always open if you want to pay
a visit.

David Jones is plant manager of Wheelabrator
Baltimore.

Our mission remains unchanged

DAVID JONES

Open-door
policy

Have you ever wondered what
happens to your trash after it is

collected from the curb? 

We invite you to tour our plant
and witness firsthand the 

journey waste takes as it is 
converted into electricity.

To set up a tour, please contact:

Wheelabrator Baltimore
1801 Annapolis Rd

Baltimore, MD 21230

410-234-0808

BY MEAGHAN CASEY

As one of Wheelabrator Saugus’ early team
members in the late 1970s, Ray Soulard
holds a significant stake in
Wheelabrator’s past. 

Today, he assists in mapping out
the company’s future – enhancing its
practices, optimizing its resources
and improving the quality of its
products and services. 

Soulard, Wheelabrator’s newly
appointed director of Operations
Sustainability, is responsible for
development, implementation and
monitoring of some of the operating
procedures and norms at each of the
company’s 22 waste-to-energy and
independent power plants. His goal
is to ensure that each plant is
operating efficiently and that its
byproducts are fully controlled, are
predictable, meet quality standards
and are reduced or reused to the
fullest extent possible. 

“On a daily basis, sustainability
drives our efforts to reduce the solid
waste we generate, improve the
quality and handling of ash residue,
minimize wastewater and continually
identify and expand opportunities to
beneficially reuse the byproducts of
our operations,” said Vice President
of Operations William Roberts. “On a
long-term basis, sustainability is a
pivotal metric for our operational,
organizational and financial success.” 

“As neighbors of each other and
our environment, minimizing our
environmental impact is a
foundational operating principle for
our company,” said Soulard. “This position
gives me the opportunity to do something
challenging and make a lasting contribution
to the organization.” 

Prior to his new appointment, Soulard

served as regional vice president, covering
the company’s western U.S. territory. 

“Ray is a highly respected professional
whose operational experience, attention to

detail and systematic approach to everything
he does makes him an exceptionally qualified
person for this important role,” said Roberts. 

Soulard joined Wheelabrator in 1978 as a
shift supervisor in Saugus. He had been

employed by New England Power Company
in Salem and was aware of the new industry
opportunities on the rise.

“I thought the concept of waste-to-energy

had merit,” said Soulard. “The senior
managers in Saugus believed that it would be
a developing technology and that we would
build more plants – and they were right.” 

Soulard remained in Saugus until 1983,

learning the ropes from the plant’s chief
engineer and manager, Daniel Madigan, who
later went on to serve as Wheelabrator’s New
England regional vice president. 

“To those of us in the business,
Dan Madigan was widely regarded
as one of the sharpest engineers in
the state,” said Soulard. “To be
able to work for him was an
extraordinary privilege.”

From 1983-87, Soulard
supervised operations at
Wheelabrator Westchester in
Peekskill, N.Y., during the plant’s
construction and start-up. In 1987,
he transferred to northern Maine to
manage the company’s former
biomass facility, Sherman Station.
In 1998, he was selected to
manage the Concord and
Claremont, N.H. waste-to-energy
facilities. The following year, he
was appointed regional vice
president and his territory
expanded to include
Wheelabrator’s facility in
Spokane, Wash., and later their
independent power plants in
California and Maine. 

Soulard assumed direction of
Operations Sustainability in late
July. He remains based in
Concord, N.H., but will spend the
majority of his time on the road,
making site visits.

“It’s important for me to be in
the field, visiting the plants and
talking with the employees,” he
said. “The strength of this company
is our culture. What we do is
challenging,  and our employees

thrive on challenge; they are engaged and
exceptionally hard-working people.
Throughout our fleet, that is consistently
apparent.”

Sustainability a priority at Wheelabrator

Ray Soulard is working with Wheelabrator plants, including North and South Broward, on standardization
and sustainability.     PHOTO:PAULA MULLER
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At some companies, providing a safe workplace is a goal;
at Wheelabrator it is a value which is part of the culture.

“Many companies do not view safety as an important part
of their business success, we do and we’re different,” said
Kent Baughn, senior manager of Health and Safety.

Baughn has been with Wheelabrator for 10 years. In the 16
years prior to that he worked for a consulting firm, the U.S.
Department of Energy and the U.S. Navy in Washington, D.C.
In his role with the federal government, Baughn worked at sites
that housed weapons and radioactive waste, so you can imagine
that workplace safety was held in very high regard.

At Wheelabrator, Baughn works with Steve Campbell and
Dave Smith to help plants remain in compliance with OSHA
regulations. Baughn focuses on workplace exposures and
industrial hygiene – defined by OSHA as “the science of
anticipating, recognizing, evaluating, and controlling workplace
conditions that may cause workers’ injury or illness.”

According to OSHA, “industrial hygienists use environmental
monitoring and analytical methods to detect the extent of
worker exposure and employ engineering, work practice
controls, and other methods to control potential health hazards.”

Baughn conducts air monitoring assessments at the plants
and provides the results to the plants and the employees. He
also analyzes the noise levels to which employees are
exposed. “Our goal is to perform air sampling at each plant
2-3 times a year,” said Baughn, a Peru, N.Y., native and
Clarkson University grad who lives in New Hampshire with
his wife, Ann-Marie, and four children. 

Campbell was a corporate safety director and a consultant
before joining Wheelabrator two years ago as manager of
Health and Safety. He and Smith conduct safety audits in the
plants, analyzing how effectively the various programs and
procedures have been implemented.

“We do a full-blown safety and health audit in every plant
every few years,” said Campbell, noting that he and Smith
are typically assisted by a team of employees from a plant
other than the one being audited. 

The audits examine areas such as OSHA compliance, company
policy, hazard recognition, Safety on Purpose (SOP) and Positive
Safety (PS) actions. Campbell also conducts training in safety
procedures for employees working in the plants.

Safety on Purpose is a company-wide program that
challenges employees to approach every task with safety in
mind. “It’s a mindset that we want people to bring to work
with them every day,” Campbell said. “We want to identify
and correct any hazards that might be created by a job.”

Campbell has been working with Wheelabrator’s
Massachusetts plants – Saugus, Millbury and North Andover –
over the last few months. He has an associate’s degree in
occupational health and safety from Central Maine Community
College and a bachelor’s in environmental health and safety
from the University of Southern Maine. He lives in Buckfield,
Maine, with his wife, Heidi, and daughters Abigail and Ashley.

As Health and Safety project manager, Dave Smith works
closely with Baughn and Campbell. Smith, who has been
with Wheelabrator for 20 years, focuses on internal policies
and procedures with regard to OSHA compliance, technical
guidance and communications. 

Smith started in operations at Wheelabrator Frackville in
Pennsylvania. He was in that position in 1996 when the plant
became Wheelabrator’s first to attain Star status in OSHA’s
Voluntary Protection Program, the highest safety designation

awarded by OSHA. Since then, 16 Wheelabrator waste-to-
energy plants and five Wheelabrator independent power
plants have attained VPP star status. The Wheelabrator
Portsmouth (Va.) waste-to-energy facility, which the company
acquired in May 2010, is committed to attaining VPP Star
status by the end of 2012.

“We try to standardize things as much as possible,” said Smith.
“Kent, Steve and I work together. When Kent came on, he had a
background in VPP so he helped move that effort along.”

Smith studied Business Management at Penn State
University, received a Power Plant Technology certification
from Schuylkill Technology Center in Mar Lin, Penn., and is
currently an active OSHA Special Government Employee
(SGE), assisting OSHA in Voluntary Protection Program
(VPP) evaluations and recertifications. 

Smith, who works out of the Frackville plant and
Wheelabrator headquarters in Hampton, N.H, lives in Elysburg,
Penn., with his wife, Karen. They have three adult children.

Trio charged 
with maintaining 
OSHA compliance 

STEWARDS OF SAFETY

KENT BAUGHN

STEVE CAMPBELLDAVE SMITH
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Always the dedicated neighbor, Wheelabrator
Baltimore is helping to make hundreds of students’
wishes come true this holiday season.

The Baltimore plant’s Santa Run, which took place
Dec. 16, has been a tradition for the last 17 years.
Since the beginning, Allen Cunningham, a load 
operator on the tipping floor, has posed as the man in
red. He and other Wheelabrator employees visit local
schools such as Federal Hill Preparatory and
Westport Elementary, bringing gifts and cheer. The
students are given stockings filled with candy and
toys, or coupons to local fast-food restaurants.

“This is an old gig; we have a lot of fun,” said
Cunningham. “It makes it worthwhile
seeing the kids’ faces light up.”

Santa Run helps make 
Christmas wishes come true

Santa Run helps make 
Christmas wishes come true

TThhee MMaakkiinngg
ooff SSaannttaa aanndd

RRuuddoollpphh

TThhee MMaakkiinngg
ooff SSaannttaa aanndd

RRuuddoollpphh

Westport Elementary student Ni'Yonna Owens is happy to receive a
present from Santa.

Rudolph has a friend in Westport Elementary student Nolan Holmen.
Federal Hill Prep School student Esther Jachens gets some exercise
with Rudolph.

Santa and Rudolph arrive at Westport Elementary School.

Santa (Allen Cunningham) and Rudolph (Elby Proffitt) are ready to mak etheir rounds.

Westport Elementary School second-grader  
Darius Brown gets a hug from Rudolph.

Westport Elementary School students lined up to receive
presents from Santa.

Federal Hill
Preparatory School
students are excited
to visit with Santa,
Rudolph, and elf Jim
Robertson.

PHOTOS:
PAULA MULLER
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documents will be created electronically and be
available on an internal network. Everyone will
be able to find any document or form they
need.”

At this point, Pochopin is on a fact-finding
mission, gathering information from the plants
on their processes. “It’s an opportunity for me to
learn what they do and how they do it,” he said.
“My job is to gather documentation from all the
plants and come back with one lump sum of
knowledge. 

“I can identify where the best practices are
and come up with a methodology that can be
used in all the plants,” he added. “The people in
the plants have been great. Every plant I’ve
visited has had something (in its operations)

stand out.”
Like Bill Roberts, VP of Operations,

Pochopin firmly believes Wheelabrator
employees on the front lines
hold the key to improved
performance. “Operational
excellence starts with the
people in the plants. My job
is to capture the ‘tribal’
knowledge of those people.”

As a continuation of its
commitment to operational
excellence, when OBOX
becomes an integral part of
Wheelabrator’s operations,
Pochopin will work to move
the organization toward becoming ISO 9001
certified.  

ISO (International Organization for
Standardization) is the world’s largest developer
and publisher of International Standards.

ISO is a non-
governmental organization
that forms a bridge between
the public and private
sectors.  On the one hand,
many of its member
institutes are part of the
governmental structure of
their countries or are
mandated by their
government.  On the other
hand, other members have
their roots uniquely in the

private sector, having been set up by national
partnerships of industry associations.

Therefore, ISO enables a consensus to be
reached on solutions that meet both the
requirements of business and the broader needs
of society. “Obtaining ISO certification will
serve us well, not only operationally, but also
with the growth of the business worldwide,”
Pochopin said.

Pochopin, whose father was in the Navy, was
born in Memphis and grew up in San Diego. He
moved to Utica, N.Y., as an adolescent and
graduated from the State University of New
York Institute of Technology with an associate’s
degree in computer science and a bachelor’s in
business management. He holds a Six Sigma
green belt and many other certifications.

He and his wife, Doreen, live in New
Hampshire. They have three children: Frank
(23), Kevin (20) and Stephanie (14).

POCHOPIN: from Page 1

Pochopin proves it pays to think inside the box

BY MEAGHAN CASEY

Though he’s only been on the job for one
year, Wheelabrator Baltimore Region
Controller Dan Sulzbach is no stranger to the
company.

Sulzbach was previously employed by
Millersville-based Bio Gro Systems, Inc., a
subsidiary of Wheelabrator until it was
acquired by Synagro Technologies, Inc. in
2000 He was stationed at the company’s sludge
pelletizer facility in Baltimore, which opened
in 1994. The facility was designed to process
650,000 gallons of liquid sewer sludge per day,
converting it through thermal processing into
55 tons of dry, environmentally safe organic
fertilizer pellets for home and farm use.

Sulzbach remained with Synagro from 2000
to 2010, covering territories in Maryland,
Hawaii and California. In late February of
2010, he returned to Wheelabrator, accepting
the position as region controller at the
Baltimore plant. As such, he is responsible for
budget forecasting and managing the facility’s
financials along with oversight of customer
and contractor billing and other financials
controls. 

Since returning to Wheelabrator, Sulzbach
has been nothing but impressed.

“Wheelabrator and Waste Management’s
commitment to safety and stewardship to the
environment is impressive,” said Sulzbach. “I
have tremendous appreciation for all that the
company does to put systems in place for
safety, HR, operations, and accounting. It’s a
dramatic improvement from when I left 10
years ago.”

Sulzbach lives in Bel Air with his wife,
Denise, and their two children. The couple
moved to Baltimore in 1991, when Denise was
entering law school. She is now employed as a
grant writer by the University of Maryland.
Sulzbach is a graduate of the State University
of New York (SUNY) Geneseo, where he
earned his bachelor’s in accounting. He spent a
few years working for a construction company
in New York before he was hired by Bio Gro.

Sulzbach
happy to be
back in region

Obtaining 
ISO certification
will serve us well
with the growth
of the business

worldwide

“

Controller Dan Sulzbach of the Wheelabrator Baltimore Region is responsible for budget forecasting and managing the
facility’s financials, along with oversight of customer and contractor billing and other financials controls. 

PHOTO: REBA M. SALDANHA

UNDERUNDER
CONTROLCONTROL
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Students from Green Street Academy, a new
public middle-high school in Baltimore that
embraces the green movement and the new career
paths it will generate, visited Wheelabrator
Baltimore last fall to learn more about renewable,
green energy. 

The mission of Green Street Academy is to
capture students’ imaginations, stimulate their
curiosity and inspire their success. 

“We have created this school specifically to
prepare all of our scholars to enter the job market
or college experience with the knowledge and
thinking skills necessary for their success,” said
Principal Ed Cozzolino. “By connecting our
school to the green economy, we are also
highlighting the importance of workplace skills
and behaviors in creating sustainable futures for
our scholars and the community that supports
them.”

At Wheelabrator, students had the opportunity to

tour the plant and ask questions about the waste-to-
energy process.

“We were thrilled to be able to build a relationship
with one of the city’s newest public schools and to
introduce the students to the inner workings of this
plant,” said Plant Manager David Jones.

Green Street Academy is also the newest school to be
added to the Wheelabrator Symposium for Environment
and Education, to be held May 2-5.  The Symposium is
a six-month learning project, where participating schools
identify an environmental challenge in their community
and developing a long-term solution. Under the
guidance of educators and Wheelabrator employees,
students apply lessons learned in the classroom to real-
life situations.  Students from Green Street will be
working to create a campaign to educate and spread the
word to the GSA school community about lowering
their carbon footprint.

Greet Street Academy opened in September for
students in grades 6 and 7. It will gradually grow into a
6-12 school, adding one grade each year through the
2015-16 school year.

Visiting students turn Wheelabrator green

Many area residents are aware
that Wheelabrator Baltimore is in
the businesses of converting waste
into energy. But most probably
have no idea that the plant has
also taken on the responsibility of
caring for thousands of young
fish.

Wheelabrator’s Aquaculture
Center, which consists of two
tanks protected by a roof and
screening, is home to thousands
of tiny Largemouth Bass. Each
year, as part of the Marine Life
Replenishment Program, the
Maryland Department of Natural
Resources (DNR) delivers fish

that are barely an inch long. By
fall, the fish have grown up to
eight inches and are ready for
release into local rivers. 

On Oct. 29, Joe Love and Ross
Williams of the DNR visited
Wheelabrator to collect the fish
for release. They were joined by
Linwood Wade, a utility operator
at the plant, who manages the
Aquaculture Center with
mechanic Joe Stankiewwicz.
Together, Wade and Stankiewwicz
feed the fish and make certain the
water temperature and overall
conditions are favorable for them
to grow and thrive. 

Green Street Academy students and advisors learn about
Wheelabrator Baltimore from control room operator Don Kowaliwski.

PHOTO BY REBA M. SALDANHA

Joe Love of the Maryland Department of Nature and Resources visited Wheelabrator Baltimore’s Aquaculture Center to collect fish for release as part of the Marine
Life Replenishment Program. PHOTOS BY REBA M. SALDANHA

In left photo, Joe Love, right, Ross Williams, center, and Wheelabrator Baltimore’s Linwood Wade
take fish from one of two tanks of largemouth bass at the plant’s Aquaculture Center.

Aquaculture Center cares for
thousands of fish every year

(FISH) FOOD
FOR THOUGHT
(FISH) FOOD
FOR THOUGHT
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2, 4, 6, 8, 
our garbagemen we

appreciate!

BY MEAGHAN CASEY

Day after day, a group of unsung heroes work
tirelessly to remove household and workplace
waste from the city’s streets. 
On Oct. 29, Wheelabrator Baltimore paid tribute

to those dedicated workers at its annual Garbageman
Appreciation Day. The event recognizes the hard work

of hundreds of private and municipal solid waste
collection workers from Baltimore City and Baltimore

County who haul more than 340 truckloads and up to 2,250
tons of garbage to the waste-to-energy facility every day.

Those in attendance were presented with gifts of appreciation
and treated to a barbecue lunch provided by Andy Nelson’s BBQ.

The event also provides Wheelabrator with the opportunity to
thank the crews for their contributions to the company’s safety
record, which has earned Voluntary Protection Program (VPP)
Star certification from the Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA) – the agency’s highest recognition. 

“It takes teamwork between the facility, the various haulers, and

every individual worker
to prevent workplace
injuries,” said David Jones,

plant manager of Wheelabrator
Baltimore. “All of the work the crews do
contributes to the quality of life in
Baltimore, but we never want to lose sight
of how critical it is to do that work injury-
free. This event not only allows us to thank
the men and women who keep the city’s streets
clean, but it also gives us a reason to remember how
important safety is every day.” 

Jones was joined in giving thanks by Baltimore Mayor
Stephanie Rawlings-Blake and other Baltimore City and County
officials, as well as representatives from Waste Management and
Wheelabrator Technologies – including Lisa Kardell, director of
public affairs for Waste Management’s Maryland and Virginia
regions, and Wheelabrator’s Artie Cole, vice president of technical
services; Jeff Primavera, Mid-Atlantic regional vice president;
Linda Sapienza, director of community relations; Heidi Choate,
community relations specialist; and Susan Martel, facilities
director from Wheelabrator’s corporate office in Hampton.

2, 4, 6, 8, 
our garbagemen we

appreciate!
Wheelabrator Baltimore 

pays tribute to unsung heroes
Wheelabrator Baltimore 

pays tribute to unsung heroes

Assistant Utility Operator
Conrad Newbold of
Wheelabrator Baltimore spent
Garbageman Appreciation
Day giving gifts to solid
waste collection workers.
PHOTOS BY REBA M. SALDANHA

Assistant Utility Operator
Conrad Newbold of
Wheelabrator Baltimore spent
Garbageman Appreciation
Day giving gifts to solid
waste collection workers.
PHOTOS BY REBA M. SALDANHA

Vice President of Technology Services Artie
Cole, Baltimore Mayor Stephanie Rawlings-

Blake, and Wheelabrator Baltimore Plant
Manager David Jones gather for the 2010

Garbageman Appreciation Day.


